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Imperial Japanese Navy Light Cruisers
The kamikaze attacks launched by the Imperial Japanese military during the tail-end of the fighting in the Pacific during World War II are justly remembered as some of the most desperate, terrifying ...
This Impact Mark Of A Kamikaze On A British Cruiser Is Testament To The Brutality Of The Pacific War
One of the mightiest warships of the U.S. Navy was also ironically the least useful. The USS Alaska and her sister ship USS Guam were the largest cruisers constructed by U.S. shipyards during World ...
One of the U.S. Navy's Mightiest Warships Was Also the Least Useful
The principal striking force would be Chuichi Nagumo's First Air Fleet (the Pearl Harbor Strike Force), down to four fleet carriers (due to losses at Coral Sea ), plus two fast battleships, two heavy ...
Midway Campaign - The Midway Operation
To those under him he was a father figure; a disciplinarian certainly but a leader who looked after his men and inspired in them loyalty, courage and devotion to the navy. With him, on other ships ...
Suddenly out of the deep sea gloom emerged the mighty Scharnhorst with her great guns poking in every direction
Beginning in January 1941, Roosevelt pressured a hesitant Navy to convert merchant ships and oilers into light aircraft carriers ... grabbed a quick breakfast, a Japanese force of nearly two dozen ...
All Guts, No Glory for the Escort Carriers
Japan had neglected radar R&D, and Imperial Japanese Navy ships had to rely on sound-detection systems ... After homing in, a parachute-borne magnesium flare was dropped to light up the target as well ...
Legends of an Ocean-Crossing Seaplane
In the following I will argue that this amounts to a major distortion of the U.S. Navy’s historical experience ... sinking a carrier – much like the Japanese got away with Pearl Harbor, ...
Yes, the Aircraft Carrier Is Still Viable
The presence of the four navies in the Mediterranean – British, French, Japanese ... Marine (Imperial German Navy). After the outbreak of World War I, he was serving on the light cruiser SMS ...
Malta and World War I – snippets from April-November 1918
Often with the coming of first light and then into the morning ... If pitted against the Americans over time, the Imperial Navy would never be able to make up its inevitable losses the way ...
How (Almost) Everyone Failed to Prepare for Pearl Harbor
So why did the US Navy win? Why did the Japanese ... for conversion to light carriers, and floatplane mother ships to achieve the same things. This book deals with many significant issues besides ...
Book Review: Winning a Future War: War Gaming and Victory in the Pacific War
I asked a Japanese officer, pointing at the dozen of war vessels, some of the large cruisers ... Russian Embassy, Navy and War Department buildings, the Imperial Hotel. I was anxious to see ...
Earthquake Days
The trust has form in locating lost wrecks — in 2019, they mounted a successful mission to locate the Imperial German Navy cruiser SMS Scharnhorst, which was sunk by the British during the 1914 ...
Archaeology: Antarctic expedition intends to search for Shackleton's lost ship, the Endurance
In March 1915 the German cruiser Dresden steamed into the harbor of Robinson Crusoe ... The Dresden had escaped and was being hunted by the Royal Navy. It was running out of fuel and sending desperate ...
Into the Wrecks
To participate, submit your response here by July 30 at 9 a.m. Eastern. This week’s winners will be announced on Aug. 10. By The Learning Network From the physics of throwing spiral football ...
The Learning Network
From vets to vintage shops and tacos to toy stores, Best of L.A. is back with a brand new batch of the city’s finest fare ...
Like their heavy cruiser brethren, the light cruisers built by the Imperial Japanese Navy in the build-up to WWII paid little more than lip service to the international naval treaties that were intended to keep the naval powers on a level playing field. The eight classes of light cruiser developed by the IJN were fast, well-armed, and technologically superior to the fleets the Allied powers could bring to bear. Serving with distinction across the Pacific Theatre, the IJN's light cruisers were committed to such actions as Midway and Leyte Gulf. Mark Stille continues Osprey's coverage of the IJN of WWII, with this concise and complete study of all 25 ships of the 8 light cruisers
classes, from their design and development through to their ultimate fates. Detailed Osprey artwork and rare period photographs from the Fukui collection held in Kure, Japan, illustrate this discussion and provide great visual references for some of the most advanced naval vessels of WWII.
The Imperial Japanese Navy went to war with 17 light cruisers and another three cruiser-sized training ships. Of these, most were 5,500-ton ships designed to act as destroyer squadron flagships. This made them much different in capabilities and mission from their American counterparts. During the war, the Japanese built another five light cruisers, all but one of which maintained the design premise of being able to serve as destroyer squadron flagships. During the war, Japanese light cruisers were active throughout the Pacific performing many missions in addition to their flagship duties. Mark Stille continues Osprey's coverage of the IJN of WWII with this concise and
complete study of all 25 ships, from their design and development to their ultimate fates. Detailed Osprey artwork and rare period photographs from the Fukui collection held in Kure, Japan illustrate this discussion.
For almost 20 years, more than 200 reels of microfilmed Japanese naval records remained in the custody of the U.S. Naval History Division, virtually untouched. This unique book draws on those sources and others to tell the story of the Pacific War from the viewpoint of the Japanese. Former Marine Corps officer and Asian scholar Paul Dull focuses on the major surface engagements of the war--Coral Sea, Midway, the crucial Solomons campaign, and the last-ditch battles in the Marianas and Philippines. Also included are detailed track charts and a selection of Japanese photographs of major vessels and actions.
During the Pacific War the most successful component of the Imperial Japanese Fleet was its destroyer force. These ships were larger and, in most cases, better-equipped than their Allied counterparts. Armed with a powerful, long-ranged torpedo, these ships proved formidable opponents. Initially, they were instrumental in an unbroken string of Japanese victories, but it was not until the Guadalcanal campaign that these ships fully demonstrated their power. In a series of daring night actions, they devastated Allied task forces with their deadly torpedoes. This volume details the history, weapons and tactics of the Japanese destroyers built just before and throughout the war,
including the famous Kagero and Yugumo classes, the experimental destroyer Shimakaze that boasted a top speed of almost 40 knots and 15 torpedo tubes, and the Matsu class that represented the Japanese equivalent to an Allied destroyer escort. These ships were designed to be built quickly and cheaply, but proved to be very tough in combat.

The Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) was the third most powerful navy in the world at the start of World War II, and came to dominate the Pacific in the early months of the war. This was a remarkable turnaround for a navy that only began to modernize in 1868, although defeats inflicted on the Russians and Chinese in successive wars at the turn of the century gave a sense of the threat the IJN was to pose. Bringing together for the first time material previously published in Osprey series books, and with the addition of new writing making use of the most recent research, this book details the Japanese ships which fought in the Pacific and examines the principles on which they
were designed, how they were armed, when and where they were deployed and how effective they were in battle. A valuable reference source for Pacific War enthusiasts and historians, The Imperial Japanese Navy in the Pacific War provides a history of the IJN's deployment and engagements, analysis of the evolution of strategy and tactics, and finally addresses the question of whether it truly was a modern navy, fully prepared for the rigors of combat in the Pacific.
During World War II the Imperial Japanese Navy was at the forefront of submarine technology. It fielded the largest pre-nuclear submarines in the world, some capable of carrying floatplane bombers, which operated alongside fast combat vessels and midget submarines, all equipped with the best torpedoes available. The Japanese submarine fleet should have been an awe-inspiring force but, despite playing a crucial scouting role and enjoying several notable successes, it was surprisingly ineffective. Using unique color plates, Mark Stille describes the astounding technical advances of this range of vessels, and the wartime tactics responsible for their failure.
The German Navy of World War II was small in number, but contained some of the most technologically advanced capital ships in the world. This meant that although the Kriegsmarine never felt capable of encountering the might of the British Navy in a fleet action, her ships were individually more than a match for the outdated vessels of the Royal Navy. Nowhere was this more the case than in Germany's fleet of light cruisers. There were only six vessels in this fleet: the Emden, Leipzig, Köln, Königsberg, Karlsruhe and Nurnberg. This book describes their design, development and varied operational history throughout the course of the Second World War.
At the beginning of World War II, the Imperial Japanese Navy operated a light cruiser force of 20 ships, and added another five during the course of the war. These fast ships, carrying seaplanes and heavy torpedo armament, generally were used as flagships for destroyer flotillas and submarine squadrons. Of these, nine were sunk by U.S. or British submarines, 11 were sunk by U.S. aircraft, two were sunk by U.S. torpedo boats or destroyers, and three were still afloat at the end of the war. Includes never before published photos!
The light cruiser was a natural development of the sailing frigate – a fast multi-purpose warship that could patrol the sea lanes, protect convoys and scout for enemy battle fleets. By the inter-war period the need for this type of ship was even more important, given the increasing need for protection from aircraft, and the need to screen the fleet from submarines or destroyers. Wartime experience had shown that the British light cruiser was one of the most versatile types of ship in the Royal Navy, able to protect other warships, bombard enemy shores, guard life-saving convoys and intercept and destroy enemy warships. These were truly the workhorses of the wartime Royal
Navy. While the battleships and carriers grabbed the headlines, these sleek, elegant warships quietly got on with the job of securing control of the seas.
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